I use issue statuses to calculate done ratio of issues, and set the done ratio of "New" to 0%, that of "Assigned" to 30%.
I changed the status of an issue from "New" to "Assigned", so the done ratio is changed from 0% to 30%.
After that I changed the status of the issue to "New", but the done ratio did not revert to 0%(stayed to 30%).
So I wrote a patch to fix the bug.

Regards

I completed the patch with some tests, thanks Yuki for finding this. The commit is here:
http://github.com/thegcat/redmine/commit/fc5894174b2206da0ce25a0321dd66da62a366

I also slightly changed one of the tests to really test Issue#update_done_ratio_from_issue_status, for which the comment (source/trunk/app/models/issue.rb#L326) states:

```
Set the done_ratio using the status if that setting is set. This will keep the done_ratios even if the user turns off the setting later
```
Applied in r4186. Thanks for the bug report and patch.

Merged into 1.0-stable
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